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INTRODUCTION

Each year, immigrants all over the world send, or remit, a portion of their income to their family members living in their home countries. The amount of remittances has increased exponentially over the last decade which indicates that remittances are becoming the largest source of resource transfers from developed to developing countries. The World Bank estimated that in 2008, worldwide remittances exceeded $397 billion dollars.\(^1\) Remittances from the U.S. comprise between one quarter and one half of the global total, with conservative estimates placing the value around $100 billion dollars.\(^2\)

We most often think of Mexico, but remittances are important to many countries. Remittances account for nearly a third of national incomes in countries like Tajikistan and Laos, a fifth in El Salvador and Honduras, and nearly 12% in the Philippines.\(^3\) The growing consensus on remittances is that they are critical resources for individuals in developing countries. Recipients of remittances are often the most impoverished sectors of the population in developing countries. Remittances increase the capacity of poor individuals to consume more goods; facilitate the development of financial infrastructure; and provide otherwise unavailable micro financing for individuals to start small businesses.

The impact of remittance outflows on countries is less explored. Too often, remittances are viewed negatively because people assume that money sent abroad is bad for the U.S., primarily because the money is not spent within the United States. Concerns regarding remittance flows are often highlighted in recessions and periods of economic challenge because domestic consumer spending is seen as the solution to economic contraction. Superficially, this makes sense; income sent and spent abroad does not stimulate economic growth through consumption in domestic markets. However, this view of resource flowing in an increasingly globalized world does not accurately depict the financial consequences of remittances on the country of origin. Careful examination of the evidence demonstrates that during periods of economic downturn, when domestic consumption is critical, individuals choose to decrease the amounts they remit, instead spending money on domestic purchases and businesses in the United States. Furthermore, remittance outflows likely provide long term benefits to the U.S. economy. Remittances boost the consumption of U.S. exports, resulting in expansion of U.S. business and trade competitiveness. Ultimately, sending money abroad expands the consumer base able to purchase U.S. goods, a critical facet in maintaining a strong U.S. economy.
Remittances Allow Immigrant-sending Countries to Spend More on U.S. Exports

Accounts of how remittances are spent vary substantially across existing studies and literature. The general consensus is that remittances increase consumption in domestic markets, whether on necessary consumer goods, luxury items, or even investment in non-publically funded education or the creation of small businesses. Asia receives the largest total sum of remittances, although Latin America and the Caribbean remain large recipients as well.

**Global Remittance Totals**

![Pie chart showing remittance totals by region.]

Data are from World Bank Staff estimates based on the International Monetary Fund Balance of Payment Statistics for 2008

Regardless of how they are spent, remittances represent an increase in the resources available to households, allowing the poorest parts of the population to increase their spending on consumer or other goods. Remittances allow households to purchase goods they would otherwise need to produce, increasing the market for even basic household goods and increasing the available labor supply as individuals are able to focus on outside employment rather than household production. Mexico provides a good case study. Remittances to Mexico reached their peak in 2006, at nearly $6.2 billion dollars, and in 2007, Mexico was one of the top three global remittance recipients. Remittances constitute 2-3% of Mexico’s GNP, and represent one of the largest inflows of foreign capital into the country.

Studies of remittance inflows in Mexico show that remittances have the largest economic impact in poorer southern Mexican states. Up to 80% of funds received in those states go to household expenses such as food, clothing and other goods. In order to facilitate economic development efforts, the Mexican government has facilitated the use of remittance funds in micro enterprise efforts, resulting in investment in small business enterprises by Mexican remittance recipients. For the poorest 10% of the population, remittances make a key difference in purchasing capabilities.
Economists call family spending on individual consumer goods and services—including rent, food and clothing purchases, recreational activities, and transportation services—household consumption expenditure. The poorest 30% in Mexico, largely due to remittances, are approaching nationally average levels and spending 23% of household expenditures on food and 5% of household expenditures on clothing. This indicates that the poorest sectors of the population are shifting from subsistence to purchasing household goods. The increase in purchasing increases the demand for goods and services which, in turn, increases the portion of the population that actively participates as market consumers. With an increase in poorer sectors of the population participating in market activity and consumption, demand for goods and services increases.

The chart below indicates national per capita averages of household consumption expenditure in Mexico from 2000-2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Consumption Expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$3,922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>$4,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$4,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$3,969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$3,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4,000</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are from the World Development Indicators. Household Consumption Expenditure is per capita and reported in 2000 Constant Dollars.

Increases in per capita spending on individual resident household goods and services correspond closely to the pattern of remittance flows, with remittance levels increasing until 2007 and declining in 2008-2009.

This is good for U.S. exports. Increases in household revenues increase the demand for goods and the ability to purchase imported goods. Export increases from three states that comprise over half of U.S. trade with Mexico also increased substantially from 2005-2008; Texas realized $50 million in exports to Mexico in 2005 which rose to $62 million in 2008, with an increase of 10.9% from 2007 to 2008 alone. With even larger increases albeit smaller total exports, Arizona increased exports from $4.7 million in 2005 to $5.9 million in 2007 and a 12.9% increase from 2007-2008, and California increases exports from $17.2 million in 2005 to $20.4 million in 2008, and an increase of 14% between 2007 and 2008.
Mexico is an increasingly important market for U.S. exports. Increases in Mexico’s ability to purchase consumer goods increases the demand for goods produced in the United States, both as consumer purchases (for example clothing, electronics, and other items) and in building business and financial infrastructure that accompanies economic expansion.

Individuals with increasing income may wish to purchase a broader variety of goods that are cheaper to import due to the technological requirements of production. Exports from developed countries often consist of manufactured or high tech or luxury goods that entail high startup costs for domestic producers. For example, civilian aircraft, engines and parts and electronic integrated circuitry comprise some of the highest value in exports, comprising over 10% of total export value in California and Arizona. In Texas, oil and machinery to support oil extraction are the highest value exports.

Remittances are inflows of foreign capital that can increase human and physical capital accumulation in developing countries. In other words, remittances allow the current and future work force to acquire additional education and training. Thanks to remittances, children can stay in school longer instead of having to work, and families can invest more in skill development and training. Families are also able to save money and make purchases that increase their productivity, with investments ranging from tractors and mechanized production to computers and technological assets becoming accessible for an expanding population. These increases in spending can often increase demand for non-tradable goods, such as water and electricity, or goods that are not easily imported. In developing countries, remittances are most often received by low and middle income people. These individuals are the most likely to increase their consumption in household items, transportation, communication and non-tradable goods. Large increases in non-tradable good demand can increase prices, as larger segments of the population either gain access to or increase their use of non-tradable goods. This increase in prices creates upward pressure on the local currency and increases real exchange rates. This has the effect of increasing the competitiveness of foreign goods and increasing their consumption. Given that Mexico is a critical market for U.S. exports, this is great news for U.S. manufacturers.

Remittances may also change the type of consumption taking place. High income earners in developing markets already have access to non-tradable goods. However, increases in income do increase the demand for status or luxury items, including everything from processed food items to expensive jewelry. In other words, remittances make middle class consumption practices practical for populations that are otherwise precluded from these spending opportunities.

By exposing migrant populations to a new culture and new things, migration is accompanied by an increased demand for trendy or cultural goods. This is evident in everything from diversification of food items in U.S. grocery stores to the presence of U.S. clothing, grocery items, and food franchises in other countries. Mexico is a major market for U.S. snack foods and the largest export market for U.S. textiles, which alone account for over $3 billion in exports. Remittances, in conjunction with exposure to foreign goods, increase import
consumption. Between 2004 and 2008, alcohol exports from the U.S. to Mexico increased in value 334%, and exports of sporting goods, toys and games increased in value 492%. Markets for U.S. goods are created by familiarity with the goods accompanied by purchasing power.

**States with Large Numbers of Immigrants Export More to Foreign Countries**

The following chart illustrates exports by share by state. California, New York, Texas and Florida account for 36.6% of total U.S. export share alone.

The states listed above are the 15 with the largest foreign born resident populations, according to the U.S. Census Bureau Statistics Division. These 15 states account for over 53% of total national exports.

Some of the largest foreign born populations in the United States come from Mexico, China, the Philippines, and India. The following table supports the assertion that cultural transfer between immigrant and residents in respective countries results in increased demand for goods and products manufactured in the United States.

States with large Mexican born populations such as California, Texas, and Arizona, are also characterized by a high percentage of state exports going to Mexico at 14.1%, 29.9% and 32.3% respectively. Exports to Mexico, China, the Philippines, and India constitute nearly 15% of exports among states with large foreign born populations from these countries.
This table is only a snapshot illustrating state export totals.

Table 1: Percentage of State Exports to Selected Foreign Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Percent of State Exports to:</th>
<th>Percent of Total State Exports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These data suggest some interesting interpretations. States with large foreign born populations are likely to be those that have significant labor or job opportunities for emigrating individuals. These same states, however, make up the largest export share of the United States. Likely explanations include the idea that migrant labor decreases production cost making goods more competitive; that migrant populations transmit cultural exposure to goods and services creating demand for imports from the United States; or most likely, that remittances increase domestic consumption and increase exposure to U.S. goods. In addition, migrant populations are often not permanent emigrants, relocating to the United States to work and returning to their country of origin either following a labor demand cycle that may be seasonal (agriculture and construction) or after income earning goals are realized. The result is temporary employment creating a permanent demand for subsets of U.S. goods. Asia and Latin America comprise receive the largest annual global remittance contributions. In 2008, 46% of remittances flows went to Asia (excluding central Asia) and 20% of remittances flows went to Latin America and the Caribbean.\(^{11}\) Exports to Asia and Latin America by the 15 states with largest foreign born populations totaled over $692 million in 2008.
In summary, remittances are a long term investment in the U.S. export economy. Available evidence indicates that in poorer countries, remittances prompt consumer spending, increasing export competitiveness for U.S. goods. Remittances are also used to fund education and health services, increasing human capital and ultimately the earning potential of individuals in a country. U.S. exports of technological, recreational, or luxury goods become feasible as incomes increase and the expectation of economic security and gains increases for populations. Remittances create the ability and desire to purchase U.S. goods, creating new markets for these goods, and increasing global trade competitiveness for U.S. industries.

**Remittances Build Financial Infrastructure, Benefiting U.S. Export Based & Financial Companies**

Perhaps the most overlooked advantage of remittances to developed countries is the creation of financial infrastructure in developing markets. The World Bank’s International Finance Corporation (IFC) currently tracks transaction costs for remittances across the 134 most active remittance corridors, or most common remittance flows. Through partnerships with non-governmental organizations, regional networks, and banks, the IFC intends to facilitate internet access and increased financial infrastructure including access to electronic banking and banking resources generally, and education and training in financial transfer to populations lacking this access. A second goal of this effort is to increase transparency in remittance fees, making electronic transfer more attractive for those choosing to remit. Remittance fees are often quite varied, including fees for exchange rates and other services. For example, the fee assessed by Bank of America for remitting $200 to China is $56.52, over 25% of the value of the remitted sum. Western Union charges $14.82 for the same transaction.\(^{12}\) Companies with partners or a presence in foreign markets often have lower fees associated with remitting, as their costs are lower and they are able to lower fees while maintaining profits. As a result, companies such as the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) are able to reduce the fee to remit substantially; HSBC charges a $2 fee for remitting $200 to India.\(^ {13}\)

The new World Bank remittance efforts encourage partnerships between banks in developed countries and those in developing countries who are large remittance recipients. Banks realize a substantial return for increasing their involvement in electronic financial transfers, or in other words, electronic remittances increase banking profits. As legislation and regulation in financial transactions have increased, the percentage of remittance transactions taking place electronically has increased substantially. This has several immediate financial repercussions. First, those choosing to remit may accept significant fees in order to have a monitored and quick transaction. Sending cash requires resources to exchange currency, increases the risk of theft or loss, and takes substantial periods of time. The majority of remittances are made in
small disbursements, several hundred dollars at a time. Individuals choosing to remit increasingly opt to accept the cost of electronic transfer over cash transactions in order to increase speed, security, and convenience. Remittances represent a new and quickly growing part of the financial sector.

The United States is a leader in financial services. Increasing electronic remittances, supporting the extension of financial markets, and increasing the volume of electronic transfers broadens market opportunities and increases the opportunity for U.S. companies to fill new niche markets. Because remittances are concentrated in regions of countries that are incredibly poor, companies expanding into these markets and providing financial services are gaining customers that are new to financial services and banking. The opportunity to secure market access for these services gives companies huge profit opportunities, with global remittances estimated at over $500 billion, the profit potential for the electronic transfers of these funds is huge. There is little risk to U.S. banks who partner with domestic providers, and those who make transfers at attractive rates are likely to substantially increase their domestic customers. Already, companies like Western Union and Bank of America are increasing international presence and international partnerships in financial services. As this infrastructure and ease of access expands, use will be increasingly frequent, decreasing transaction costs and encouraging additional individuals to choose this route to remit. This increases business and tax revenues for U.S. companies and states as well as supporting emerging financial systems in developing countries.

Remittances are funds that have been largely regarded as disappearing from domestic consumption. The new focus on electronic transfers brings them back into the formal economy, resulting in net gains for financial transfer companies and taxable assets. An ancillary benefit includes the creation of familiar financial infrastructure, facilitating investment and fiscal transparency, both important to establishing stable economies and increasing the ability to trade.

**Remittances Contribute to Economic Stability in Developing Countries**

Remittance inflows can increase economic stability by increasing foreign reserves through exchange of monies. Remittances sent in dollars typically require exchange into domestic currencies. Banks are able to increase their foreign reserves through this process of exchange, and maintain demand for the national currency. Foreign reserves allow countries to stabilize their currencies to a greater degree during periods of crisis. Governments that do face challenges caused by high remittance inflows, such as in Tajikistan, are forced to increase their fiscal infrastructure in order to effectively regulate the large inflows of capital, resulting in strong macro economic policies and planning. Countries like Mexico have taken a more
proactive approach, encouraging the use of remittance revenues in micro enterprise efforts as part of an effort to directly integrate remittances into their development strategies. Economic stability, economic planning and fiscal transparency resulting from remittance inflows are good for U.S. companies and investors; each of these approaches creates investment climates that increase the financial stability of assets and markets in these countries.

Remittances Do Not Contribute to Economic Downturns in the United States

A common misconception surrounding remittances, extrapolated in part from the minor economic downturn of 2000-2001, is that remittance levels remain constant despite the economic performance. 

Evidence from increasingly accurate data strongly indicates that remittances substantially contract when the economy goes sour. Research jointly conducted by USAID and the Department for International Development includes estimates that in 2009, 40% of unemployed workers will choose not to remit. Of those remaining employed, 25% are anticipated to decrease their remittance contributions by 10%. The same publication estimates a decline of 7% in global remittances in 2009.

This relationship holds globally. Encompassing one of the largest global remittance corridors, outflows from the United States to Mexico often receive substantial negative attention due to the large number of Mexican workers employed in both the formal and informal sectors in the United States. The chart below indicates quarterly changes in remittance inflows to Mexico from the United States. Immediately clear is the contraction in remittance inflows in all quarters of 2008 and the first two quarters of 2009.

Mexico Remittance Inflows by Quarter: 2006 – 2009*

*Data from the Banco de Mexico **
The above chart indicates a -6.3% average per quarter decline in remittance inflows from 2008 through the first two quarters of 2009. These declines exceed estimates for total global remittance decreases, with remittance declines in the first two quarters of 2009 averaging at -8% from the previous quarter. Note that these are not cumulative decline numbers but reflect an ongoing progression of decline. At the current rate of remittance decreases, remittance inflows to Mexico will decrease by 9.6% in 2009.

Remittances Revisited

While remittances are often viewed negatively as money leaving the U.S., remittances represent the beginning of a chain of economic interactions beneficial to the U.S. economy, rather than a net loss. Remittances dramatically increase the pool of possible foreign consumers for U.S. goods; individuals are given the means to purchase U.S. exports and exposed to U.S. goods through emigrants. In the long term, remittances just may be a major contributing factor in U.S. export goods remaining competitive and finding new markets. Remittances comprise a win for both the domestic market and U.S. exporters. Another immediate benefit of remittances is the increase in the profits of financial companies and banks, through increasing reliance on electronic transfers of funds. Remittances also contribute to the stability of foreign economies, decreasing the exposure of U.S. investors and companies, resulting in higher profits for investors and lowering the cost of doing business for companies. During periods of economic downturn, when domestic consumption is critical, individuals choose to decrease the amounts they remit, instead spending money on domestic purchases and businesses in the United States. In periods of economic prosperity, remittances boost the consumption of U.S. exports, resulting in expansion of U.S. business and trade competitiveness. Ultimately, remittances yield surprising benefits to the U.S. economy, primarily in sectors where it is most needed.

Endnotes

2 Ibid
Remittances decrease following economic crisis in developing countries, as increasingly difficult economic circumstances motivate increasing migration to developed countries and consequently larger remitting populations.  


Data are available from www.banxico.org.mx These data are unique in their ability to capture both formal and informal remittance flows. Unlike estimates from the often cited US Department of Commerce (USDC), the Bank of Central Mexico has formalized its remittance accounting procedures. In October of 2002, new Central Bank rules stipulated money transfer and bank registration and quarterly reporting of electronic monetary transactions to Mexico’s central bank. Quarterly data, published by state designation, are supplemented by estimations of non electronic remittance flows through annual surveys conducted at border crossings. Mexico’s remittance estimates are generally higher than those reported by the USDC, but correspond much more accurately to household surveys of remittance and consumption. This represents the best available data that is biased toward over rather than under estimation of remittance totals.